we OOIISll:Ier oeiongs to a contamination neighborhood a parametric location-scale We the class of M-estimates of and that under assumptions, these scale estimates to asymptotic functionals uniformly with respect to the underlying distribution, and with respect to the M-estimate defining score function X. We establish expressions for the maximum asymptotic bias of M-estimates of scale over the contamination neighborhood as a function of fraction.of contamination. Using these expressions we construct as1{mpt()t:i.c:;ally msn-maa: bias robust estlmat(~S of the Madm (median of nunmax bias-robust within the class of Huber's proposal 2 joint estimates of location and scale. We also consider the larger class of M-estimates of scale with general location, and show that a scaled version of the Shorth (the shortest half of the data) is approximately min-max bias robust in this class. Finally, we present the results of a Monte Carlo study showing that the Shorth has attractive finite sample size mean squared error properties for contaminated Gaussian data.
The August 1991 Technical Report No. 214 form of this paper is a considerably ext,en(1eCl version of the October, 1989 Technical Report 184.
KEY WORDS: Bias robustness, M-estimates, scale, location, Madm, Shorth main theoretical approach to robustness has consisted of studying the asymptotic of an underlying distribution of the data belongs to some neighborhood (e.g, e-contamination or Levy neighborhood) of a parametric model. In this context one to obtain estimates which optimize some appealing criterion, e.g., minimize the maximum asymptotic variance over a given neighborhood. Huber (1964) is the earliest example of this approach, with focus on M-estimates of location.
The best known part of Huber (1964) is the result that a particular M-estimate of location, namely the one with psi-function 'ljJ( x) = min {c, max(x, -c)}, minimizes the maximum asymptotic variance over symmetric e-contamination neighborhoods of a Gaussian model. A consigerably less well known part of Huber (1964) is that concerned with asymptotic bias of location estimates for unrestricted asymmetric e-contamination neighborhoods of a nominal Gaussian model: among all translation equivariant estimates, the median minimizes the maximum asymptotic bias over such neighborhoods. The relevance of this result seems considerable in view of the needed realism of allowing asymmetric contamination.
Recently there has been a renewed interest in bias-robustness. In particular Donoho and Liu (1988) have shown that minimum distance estimates have desirable bias robustness properties. Martin, Yohai and Zamar (1989) have obtained asymptotically minimax bias regression estimates, and have obtained minimax bias estimates of scale for positive random variables.
In this paper we obtain minimax bias robust estimates of scale for contamination models with a nominal distribution which is symmetric about an unknown location parameter. More precisely, we assume that (AO) F o is a specified distribution, function with an even, and unimodal density fo.
The distribution for independent and identically distributed observations XI, ... ,X n belongs to the e-contaminated family Martin, Yohai and Zamar, 1989 , who find min-max bias robust regression estimates with GES T = 00).
Figure 1 displays the maximum bias curves for three proposed robust estimates of scale: H95, a Huber proposal 2 estimate of scale,~djusted for 95%~fficiency at the Gaussian (Huher, 1964) ; the median ofahsolute deviatioIlsa.hout the media.n(Madm); and the "shortest half" of the data (Shorth). Observe that c'Shorth = CMadm .5, the largest possible value of e" and cR95 = .17. The breakdown point of a classical Gaussian maximum likelihood estimate is typically zero. The GES T lines provide local linear approximations to the maximum bias, which are reasonable for not too large values of e (just how large the reader can judge for himself -see the rule of thumb in Hampel et, al. 1986) .
In this section we show that, under certain regularity conditions, the finite sample value and the asymptotic value of robust M-scale.estimates are uniformly close, as F rarrges over the family Fe. Mor~ver ,priorresults .in Martin andZamar (1989) indicate that the bias is a significant component of the mean-squared error for rather small to moderate sample sizes, depending on the value of c.
The remainder of the paper is organized as HII''''''''. ;jject.lon 2 introduces class of M-estimates of scale with general location. This the well known Huber {Proposal 2) of location and scale, class of scale estimates are with so of regression (Rousseeuw and Yohai, 1984) . Section 2 also shows under certain regularity conditions, the sample value the of scale robust estrmates are by (Madm). Secnoa 5 constructs rsmimax bias-robust scale, which are shown to be min-max in the larger class of M-estimates of with general location introduced in 2. Section 5 also that these estimates are reasonably well Shorth. Section 6 briefly discusses the between biasrobust Huber estimates and Sections 7 and 8 give some encouraging finite results. Finally, Section 9 closes with a brief discussion of the GES linear approximation to the maximum bias curve. Proofs of lemmas and theorems are given in Section 10.
Our results on the Shorth complement recent results of Rousseeuw and Leroy (1988) , who propose the Shorth as a robust scale estimate. They derive the influence function, the finite sample breakdpwn-point, and a correction factor to achieve approxi:rnate sample unbiasedness at the normal distribution. Another interesting recent work on the Shorth is that of Grubel (1988) , who establishes asymptotic normality. 
M-ESTIMATES OF SCALE WITH GENERAL LOCATION
Since the location parameter Ito in (1) is unknown, it must be estimated along with so. Let T(F) be a location and scale equivariant functional, that is,
The M-estimate of scale with general location is now defined as 
with a = (3j 4), and 1jJ is the "sign" function
S(F, t).
IS a minimizer of S (F, t),
It is not difficult to see
S(F)
satisfies (3) and (4) 
xo>°he class C as the set of x-functions satisfying all the previous assumptions and (i) X( x) = 1 V Ixl~Xo and (ii) there exists hoes, t)
Then (a), (b) and (c) hold uniformly on C.
Remark. Suppose that a certain function Xo satisfies (AI) and (A2) and is such that
Thenthe set
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.
GENERALIZED BIAS
Although the M-estimates of scale with general location introduced in Section 2 are Fisher con~istent at the nominal distribution F o , they are in general asymptotically biased for F E Fe. Furthermore, the "raw" asymptotic bias Br [S(F) 
B(c) = maxB[S(F)].
FE:Fe
where S-and S+ denote the supremum and the infimum of the functional S(F) as F ranges over Fe.
BIAS ROBUST HUBER ESTIMATES
In view of the historical importance and high degree of familiarity of Huber (Proposal 2) estimates we first focus on obtaining bias robust estimates in this class. To emphasize the dependence on X and t/J we use the notation S(F, X, t/J),
The first step toward finding the bias robust Huber estimate is deriving the expressions (16) and (17) for S-(X,T1J;) and S+(X,T1J;)' Claims which are made below without proof can be easily verified under (AO)-(A3).
The maximum value S+(X, t/J) of the scale functional S(F, X, t/J) is produced by a point mass contamination at infinity, 6 00 , and such contamination also produces the maximum value of the location estimate T1J; (F) . The estimating equations in this limit case are
and
maximum asymptotic bias due to outliers nrovides an algorithm of Let ,At) be the unique solution of (11) 
The minimum value of the scale functional S(F, X, t/J), S-(X, t/J)
, is produced by a point mass contamination 8 0 at zero. In this case the estimating equations are and
By monotonicity of t/J, t = 0 for all s > O. Let 9;1 be the inverse of 9x(s,t) with respect to s, for fixed t, Then, from (14) with t = 0 it follows that (16)
Optimal Centedng
The of t/Jhas an effect on the maximum asymptotic bias of the scale estimate by virtue of affecting the bias t* of the location estimate. Observe that since S-(X, t/J) doesn't depend on t/J (see (16)), the optimal choice of t/J must be based S+(X,t/J) alone.
It follows from Lemma 2 and (11), with t t", that
Since for all 0 < a < 1 the function 9;1(a) is non-decreasing in t. 
The Minimax-Bias Huber Estimate of Scale By Theorem 2 it suffices to consider S+(X, 't/Jo) and S-(X,'t/Jo) and the function ' t/J can be dropped from the notations. It will be shown that under certain conditions the maximum generalized bias B(X) (see (10)) is minimized by a jump function Xa* (see (6)).
We begin by showing that given 0 < c < . 
< ---+ +00 s* = a" given by (23) , and to as (13) . Suppose that in addition to (AO)-(A1), the following conditions hold: It can be shown that the conditions of Theorem 3 hold, for example, when F o is the standard c < .35 (see Martin and Zamar, 1987) .
Near Optimality of the Madm
Let b* be the value of b(Xa*) EFoXa*(X). Since the bias robust estimate of Theorem 3 is based on Xa*' using the median for centering, it follows that the bias robust Huber estimate is the n -[nb*] order statistic of the absolute value of the residuals about the median (scaled by l/a*), where ao(c) < a* < al(c). Since both, ao(c) and al(c) tend to F o -1(.75) as € -+ .5, so does a", Thus, as c -+ .5, the bias robust Huber estimate is the well known Madm, whose breakdown-point is equal to .5.
It came as a pleasant surprise that for a broad range of c, the maximum bias of the bias robust estimate is very close to the Madm for the leading case of the nominal Gaussian distribution and the logarithmic loss function Lz(t) = -L 1(t) = log(t). As a first step in dealing with this problem, we show that it suffices to restrict attention to the smaller class of S-estimates of scale.
BIAS ROBUST S-ESTIMATES

The following notation is needed for stating Theorem 4. Let S+(X) and S-(X) denote the maximum and minimum asymptotic values of the S-estimate of scale based on X (see (7)). Let S+(X, T) and S-(X, T)denote the maximum and minimum asymptotic values of the M-estimate of scaleS,JF, T(F)] with general location, based on X and the location estimate T(F).
THEOREM 4. Suppose that (AO)-(A2) hold and let 1'x(s) = gx(s,O), where gAs, t)
is given by (8). Let T location-scale estimate satisfying the condition 
price paid for using a breakdown point. onorsn relative to
Figures 2a and 2b display the maximum bias curves of the minimax Huber and Sestimates of scale (for the case of logarithmic loss function) for outliers and inliers, respectively. The logarithmic bias for the Madm and the Shorth are also shown. Figure 2 uniformly smaller bias for the minimax S-estimate than for the mininla:x fiuber estimate.
notice that in Figure 2a the maximum bias curve for the Shorth is uniformly smaller than that of the minimax S-estimate, whereas the opposite is true in Figure  2b . This is a consequence of the relative way in which the logarithmic loss function penalizes positive and negative bias. It is worth noticing that if one is concerned Shorth is the best choice bias. 
FINITE SAMPLE RELEVANCE OF ASYMPTOTIC BIAS ROBUST-NESS
Unf()rtunately,~~efuneti()ns. XU}are discontinuousal1~SO Theorem 1 cannot be invoked to claim finite sample relevance for the asymptotic minimax theory. However we can prove the following result, which is relevant to the finite sample size situation. Shorth and for Madm, COITeflpo,ndmg raasimura bias curves. Ut.~~lrv~that for both for outuers and the asymptotic maximum bias curves to be rather close to the finite sample bias curves.
FINITE SAMPLE COMPARISON WITH OTHER ESTIMATES
A Monte Carlo simulation study was carried out to compare the bias and meansquared-error (MSE) performance of the following scale estimates: the minimaxbias scale estimates, the Madm, the Shorth, the A-estimate of scale discussed by Lax (1985) , and the rejection-plus-standard-deviation (with a = .01) discussed by Simonoff (1987) . Some results for sample size n = 20 are presented on Figure 5 (MSE) and Figure 6 (bias), for the case F o = N(O, 1) and logarithmic loss. Each simulated s~mple contains exactly £20 outliers generated from the four different distributions indicated at the tops of the figures. Similar results (not presented here) were obtained for n = 40, n = 100 and for other type of contaminating distributions.
The main conclusions are: (1) when £ < .10 the four estimates perform equally well;
(2) for larger fractions of outliers the Shorth and the Madm usually outperform the other two estimates, with the Shorth being somewhat better; and (3) when the outliers are large and well separated from the rest of the data, e.g., generated from a N(10, 1), the rejection-plus-standard-deviation estimate performs better than the other three estimates.
THE GES APPROXIMATION
gross-error-sensitivity as a measure mnuence curve mation IS remaraamy more tnas-robustness Hampel et al. (1986) established that based on the gross-error sensitivity, the Madm is the most bias robust M-estimate of scale for vanishingly small fractions of contannnation e. same gross-error-sensitivityes the Madm, namely 0.787 (see Leroy and Rousseeuw, 1988) . However, this unanswered the question of optimality for each £ E (0, .5), and our that the Shorth is a better estimate than the Madm from global (i.e. e > 0) of On it that same nussenee parameters. For approximation to maximal bias curve of the Madm the impact of the bias of estimation of the nuisance location parameter. Since the bias of the Shorth is unaffected by the asymptotic bias of the location estimate, the GES approximation is better in this case.
PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND THEOREMS
The following lemma is needed to prove Theorem 1.
LEMMA 3. Let 0 < 81 < 82 < 00 as Lemma 1. Suppose that (A-0)-(A-2) hold and also assume that X and hx(s, t) are continuous and hx(s, t) < 0, V s > 0, t E R. Then, for all K > 0, we have: 
Thus, S(F,t)~S(F,t') -fJ and (b) holds. Finally, (c) follows directly from (a) and (b) 0
Proof of Theorem 1. Let fJ > 0 be fixed. It can be shown, as in the proof of Lemma 3 (b), that there exists 0 < fJo < 1 such that 
where l(1xl < K 3 ) = 1 if Ixl < K 3 and equal to zero otherwise. Hence, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem Therefore, there exist K 2 2::
Let 8 2 = min {85, 8i}/12. By (a), (27) and Berstein inequality,
for some "'I > 0 and (b) follows. Since
PF{IS[F,T(Fn)] -S[F,T(F)]I >~}, (c) follows from (a) and Lemma 3 (c).
Finally, (d) follows by noticing that, under the given assumptions, all the statements made in the proof of (a), (b) and (c) hold uniformly for all X in C 0
Proof of Lemma 2. Since the median minimizes the maximum asymptotic bias among location equivariant estimates (Huber, 1964) , and since to and t l are the maximum asymptotic biases of the median and a location equivariant estimate, to :::; t«. 
On the other hand, suppose that 9x(S*, to) 
Observe that, if Soo = 00, then (29) .,... .,... .,...
/ '
/ 'm 1.0
.,... 
